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Editorial
Come on fellas help me out with some more copy, and a big thanks to those that did.
A reminder subscriptions are now due. Competitors in sanctioned events including club days are
required to be financial. For those intending to run in the early events in the calendar such as the
BOP SMI Offshore on 24th January and Wellington Offshore on 14th February you should be getting
your membership updated without delay.
An updated membership form is on the website and on the rear page of this issue.

President’s Report December 2015
Hi All
As we head into the ‘festive season’ and the end of another years boating, I would like to thank all
of our members for their attendance, efforts and input this year.
I have enjoyed being out and around the regattas this year and particularly the offshore events as I
was able to compete this year with my boat Heatseeker. I am pretty happy with it and it has done
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ok for a new own design boat in its first season and I have continued to learn the boat and tweak
and adjust it to find its best (yet to come!).
Sadly this years Nationals did not eventuate due to a lack of numbers and with the resignation of
Phil Fowler recently this has left next years Nat’s possibly not happening either, but we will do our
best to organize an alternative, and if the numbers eventuate we will make it happen.
This year the committee has continued to work on tidying up extraneous bits and pieces in the rule
book and a more major project has been the new Offshore rule set for next year. There had been
an informal one there but nothing really in the rule book, so the committee has been working on
this during the year and a bunch of stuff has been well thrashed out to give us a formal set of rules
for the offshore series to go into the rule book. One thing to keep in mind is that the rule book is in
a way a ‘living’ document and will always need be kept up date with changes through the years.
So if some things are not quite there, they can and will be modified to ensure we are getting the
best for our on water boating.
It is fantastic to be able to work with a great group of guys on the committee, and I want to thank
John Belworthy and Phil Fowler for the time and effort they have put into the committee and
Association over the last few years, and wish them both well for the future. A fair amount of work
goes on behind the scenes, and Steve Trott (secretary) and Bruce Clarke (treasurer) continue to
do a fantastic job, which has seen our financials and other requirements as an association all tidy
and up to date. Thank you also to the other committee members for their efforts also,
remembering that individuals give their time to get done what needs to happen. Matt Bindon has
been getting familiar with the ‘back’ of the website and has been able to take control and sort of a
number of things there. At the AGM at Taupo we had Bruce Clarke, Bob Gutsell and Trevor
Emerson come on board the committee and I think it will be all the better for it, as they bring a fair
amount of nous and experience to the table.
Over the years there have been things happen within the association which have been
detrimental, divisive and destructive. I have myself pondered on these things and how to fix it. This
isn’t necessarily an easy thing, but, most of the problems and issues come down to actions and
behavior on the part of a small number of individuals. This causes upset among members and
there have been many that have walked away because they couldn’t be bothered with putting up
with it. Some rightly and some not so much. The thing is, this is what needs to change is the bad
behavior.
The committee has decided to adopt some ‘principles’ to operate under. So far we have identified
a number of core values, the top of that list being that boating should be FUN! The way we interact
and operate as a committee and indeed as an association will be governed by these principles. It
is still in its initial stages but we will be establishing this in the next little while. I am pleased and
excited for the positive things that this should help bring forth.
There are those who seem to not appreciate what the committee does. Others seem to hold onto
issues and grudges and not be able to move past them and it is in its own way sad that this is so.
But if as an association we want to see growth and strength in our numbers then this negativity
and bad attitudes have to go, along with bad behavior, and all the rest of the backbiting and
infighting. What I am saying is that it is time to draw a line in the sand on this stuff, and if some
don’t like that, well, maybe they need to find something else to do! Hard words maybe, but I want
to see better for our members and the public who watch us. Change is coming, good change,
because those who have stepped up in the leadership roles want to see that happen and are
committed to that end.
What ever you are doing this holiday season, I wish all of you a Merry Christmas and Happy New
Years. Enjoy your time off and catching up with family and friends. Be safe out there and I look
forward to seeing you at events in 2016. God Bless you all.
Regards
Peter Anderson
President.
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It’s Good Bye West Australia
By Nitro Ned
This is the final report from WA as the time to leave draws near for our delayed trip to USA then
back home to Blenheim. Preparations are well underway to have our household effects and Car
packed into a 40 foot container to be shipped home whilst we are in the states.
We have spent most of the last 6 months planning our trip as well as continuing racing at our club
race days.
The Trip is now beginning as a model boaters dream. You may remember from my last report the
plan was to catch the unlimited at Seattle’s Seafair before going up into Canada for a couple of
weeks.
Whilst skyping with Dave Richardson Just after Xmas he asked for our arrival date in San
Francisco and when I told him he replied “do you know the NAMBA Nationals are on when you
arrive and they are only 250km from San Jose” A quick check on NAMBA’S web site and we could
catch the last 2 days that feature mostly hydro racing with the final day running 1/8 scale,
Thunderboat, Gas Outrigger and Gas Scale unlimited. Woohoo!!!!
Consequently we changed our itinerary to go there. Booked accommodation for the Friday night at
Yuber City on Booking.com and un be known to us at the time ,till later, that we have booked a
room at the host hotel for the Nationals and have kids paddleboat racing there as well as Scale
Concourse judging and a BBQ on the Friday night.
I have started chatting with a boater from Seattle in the International Waters Chat Room and told
him of the NAMBA thing and he promptly asked if I knew of the scale hydro meet the following
weekend in Kennewick run by RCU. Of course I didn’t! So it was another re arrangement of the
Itinerary to see a full blown scale meet. Then on the next chat session he sez there is unlimited
Hydros there as well. Both events are at the same venue!!! Kennewick happens to be one of the
Tri-Cities and this year is their 50th anniversary of hosting the Unlimited’s, so the URC has given
the APBA Gold Cup to them to host Whippee!!! I get to see a Gold Cup.
Then of course Seafair is the following weekend in Seattle so we get 2 model boat regattas as well
as 2 unlimited regattas in the first 3 weeks of our trip.
After Seattle we tick of an item on Marie’s bucket list and that is up into the Canadian Rockies for a
couple of weeks before heading east to Chicago and return to the west Coast via Route 66.
So what has been going on in the boating scene in WA since the last report?
Monthly race days have continued and I have just managed to stay in front on points with the JAE
FE. I started running the Backlash with my slightly modified 29.5 in the knock out cup till I bought a
Gizmo 30 just after Xmas.
That gave the boat a bit more boogie and started to climb up the points ladder in the knock out
cup.
For the March race meeting we race at Crabfest in Mandurah We get double points just for turning
up to race. The drawback is we race in salt water and the bay we race in is not much bigger than
the Coodanup race venue. We have a statue in the water to race round at one end and a frigging
fountain in the middle as well plus a rock groin poking out in to the back straight to make things
tricky. Crab fest runs for 2 days and covers seafood and of course the crabs that people can fish
for in the local estuaries for a couple of months during summer.
I elected to run my own motor rather than the Gizmo because of the salt but ended up having a
blast with the Backlash. One particular race I was with 3 cats started on the money and caught
and lapped them all in 5 laps. with 300 odd spectators watching we all got a standing ovation after
that for entertainment value.
It was a good weekend till Sunday afternoon when we had an obnoxious swan that kept coming
onto the course just to pee us off and with so many people around were not keen to chase it off
with our boats for fear of some do gooder accusing us of harassing it.
As you can see the backlash now has a name on it!
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We have ballistic 1 &2 in Kim’s stable then Chris has monster Energy on his mono coz he always
reckons he’s gonna monster us all . Robbie has the ring leader in the club then Scotty turns up at
Crabfest with King Pin on his boat. Cheeky bugger I thought.
After blitzing them at Crabfest the name was born with a tiny wee Just in front of the word Blitz.
The graphics went on the boat and I just turned up to a practice day said nothing then I hear “hey
Grahame now has a name on his boat”. So they all come over for a look and when Kim read it sez
“you cheeky bugger!” I pointed out “Scotty thinks he is the King pin but I showed him at Crabfest
didn’t I. And just to remind you guys Blitz-Em is bait used to kill slugs and snails “IF YOU GET MY
DRIFT!” Of course a lot of raucous laughter and off we went tuning up. That’s the way this club
functions. We are fiercely competitive out on the water but as soon as the race is over the usual
banter continues.
After April race day I was only 3 points in front of Chris in the club cup and in the first race of the
knock out cup had a manifold break on the backlash so no points for that cup.
May race day and had a chance to win the club cup if I won my race and Chris got second in his.
We both won our respective races so going into the final meet for the Championship in June I was
only 3 points ahead .Dang!!!
In the knock out cup the Backlash lived up to its name and Blitzed-Em.
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Hanging on the fin
Then disaster. Whilst doing a test run a couple of days later the Gizmo pooped a big end bearing
cage that hurt the jug and piston. So it was parts back to Gizmo to get repaired.
This meant I would be back to my 29.5 in the backlash and a 2000rpm drop in performance.
Lead up to final race day for the trophies we all get this e-mail from Jim the club secretary!!!!!!
It was titled “the time has come”
Well Guys,
It is finally here.
May not be the "Ashes", may not be the "All Blacks V Wallabies" may not be Kangaroos V Kiwis,
but it is definitely Oz V Kiwi at this coming Sunday’s final race day for the Club Year. With
Grahame and Marie heading back to Kiwi land there is a good chance he will be taking the Clubs
Trophies with him. Not undeservedly either I might add. He has been a great club person and
whilst we wish him all the best, we wish him that without taking our trophies though.
It still is any ones race with double points being up for grabs on Sunday. Chris and Kim lurking in
the background and also Robbie and myself hot on his tail. Whatever the outcome should be a
great day to end the Clubs year.
With double points up for grabs and 1st and 2nd racing off for the trophy and 3rd and 4th racing off
for 3rd over all the scene was set. The points were that close that who ever won the respective
races would have bragging rights.
To digress a little. I had used my FE JAE all year in the club cup and had intended to use it for the
final day. Worried I needed a little more speed I shot up to my local pond for a test run with a bit
more prop on board to check current draw and see if I could go 6 laps and end up with 30%
battery left instead of the usual 50% as was the norm in the wee pond. I counted laps round the
buoys in my test pond that are similar spacing to Coodanup when on lap 3 old dumb arse
clobbered the buoy and bugger me if the boat didn’t go to the bottom before I could hook it with the
fishing rod and tennis ball!
Being almost dark was too late to try and retrieve it to see why it sank.
Next morning went down with my wet suit and thinking it was only 2m deep swam to the buoy got
some air and dived. But could not reach the bottom and as well the water was very mirky.
Hmmmm! Figured if I had some flippers I would have a chance so 30 bucks later and with Maries
boogie board off for another dive and got it first shot.
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Got it!

Why it sank!!!
Lost the battery ESC GPS and low voltage alarm but radio and motor still OK.
After 24 hrs on the bottom in 4 meters of water only had ½ an egg cup of water in the radio box
and as the boat was sittin on its transom with the bow up all the water was at the back so the
receiver was still dry and my el-cheapo hobby king servo even though ½ submerged turned out to
be a waterproof one.
So with the JAE out of action it was going to have to be the Backlash to try and win the trophies.
Because I was back to my own engine in Blitz-Em I was not confident in beating Chris particularly
if he won the right to choose lanes at the start as his lazer is a pretty quick mono. He decided to
race his Whiplash GV
Hmm I thought now I might be in with a change even though he chose the inside at the start. I can
out turn his boat and it proved to be . I was inside and past on lap 2 then he flipped on lap 3 so it
was all over rover!!! The club Cup was mine.
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Chris during tune up
Un-be known to me till race day I was tied with Jim for first in the knock out cup as well. Which
meant it would need one of us to win in the club cup, and the other to come second in their
respective race, then if we both won all of our races in each knock out section we would be racing
off together for that cup.
Un-fortunately for Jim he had a day to forget. Whilst tuning up his hydro he popped a jug of the top
of his engine. Un-deterred by that put his mono out for a run and promptly lost his best prop and
stub off his shaft.
Chris and Jim ended up in the losers draw for the knock out cup whilst I was in the winner’s side of
the draw. Chris and Jim ended up racing each other with Chris the victor so the cup was basically
decided then as I was already in the final from the winner’s side, and Chris became the winner
from the losers side so we would be racing off for the days points.
Going into the final Chris was 3rd on points with 10, me and Jim both on 14 and with 6 points up for
grabs for first and 4 for second Chris could not catch me even if he won. He was not even going to
race till I pointed out if he won the race he would be second overall for the year if I won he would
be second equal for the year with Jim and if we don’t race he will end up 3rd overall for the year.
We raced!!! And the bugger me he went and beat me, but it was close all the way. I pushed hard
but a couple of separate curly moments during the race cost me a few precious seconds and I just
could not find a way thru.
June practice day Our newest member Mark showed up with his Aeromarine vector45 all painted
up and wow what a performer. The Razors and Lazers now have some serious competition. He is
running an Omen engine with a CC racing pipe and it is quick and loves rough and smooth water.
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“Off Chops and it loves choppy water”
Even I am tempted to get one!!!!
In only its 3rd outing on the water down at Lake Waroona (a large irrigation lake south of us) he ran
112 kmh on GPS!
July race day was my last race meeting In WA and one to forget as I had a shaft collett keep
spinning on the Gizmo crankshaft so never started a single race.
A faulty Taper on the crank is to blame it has been machined with a bulge in it!!
I did however get presented with the Trophies to bring home.
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The Champ with the victims. From left, Scotty, Jim, Chris, Anne(Jims wife), Robbie, Adam
(Robbie’s son),Kim, Mike and Jeff. (Absent Mark, Robbo and Len)Marie took the photo.
So it is now pack up boats , house and car into a 40 foot container and send that home while
Marie and I take a well earned holiday in the USA.
Will catch up with you all when we get back home.
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Offshore series update
Offshore series standings after final round in Wellington 22 November 2015

Name
Bob Gutsell
Leigh Marsden
Terry Riddiford
Tony Christiansen
Pieter Lokum
Mark Graham
Brian Hely
Bruce Clarke
Nigel Wong (P3)
John Belworthy (P3)
Trevor Emerson
(Apache P3)
Peter Anderson
Matt Bindon
Steve Trott
Nigel Wong (P2)
Trevor Emerson
(Chinese P3)
Birmy Korving (P2
Pacer)
Birmy Korving
Brad Thompson
Tony Rutledge
Murray Smithson
Darrell Hansen
Peter Collier
Dean Harris
Birmy Korving (P2
Cigarette)
Mathew McGovern
Trevor Emerson
Birmy Korving (B
Class)
Wayne thompson
Wayne McNaught
Ashley Adlington
Rudy Van Vlerken
Trevor McClellan
Andrew McGregor
Malcolm Belworthy
Keith Ewing
John Belworthy (C2)

Wellington Hamilton Taupo Rotorua Wellington - Grand
Round 1
Round 3
Round 4
Round 5
Round 6
Total
95
225
300
225
225
1070
225
95
95
95
300
810
40
300
169
127
635
127
400
95
621
400
1
71
472
71
225
169
465
10
30
3
400
443
17
71
1
300
40
429
400
10
410
2
400
402
400
13

127
169
53

13
53
71

400
377
276
251
169

225
53
127

169
127

127

71
71
30
4
4
2
23

30
23

40

30
53
13
17

40
40
23
23
17
17
5
13

3
5
7

7
4

7
5
2
1
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71
71
60
57
57
49
45
40
40
23
23
17
17
15
13
9
7
7
5
2
1

Club News
Wellington Model Power Boat Club
Our next event is the 30th running of the Wellington Offshore doubling as the first round of the
National Series. This is scheduled for the 14th February 2016, entry forms available on the
NZMPBA website. The format for 2016 will be 2 x 15 min heats and a 30 minute final, all
competitors will get 60 minutes of racing, plus the cat scrap.

Joint winners in 2015 Wellington Offshore, Trevor Emmerson and Pieter Lokum

Club roundup for 2015
Our four round offshore series ran at approximately three monthly intervals doubling up on the
national series first and final rounds and two club day events in May and August, results as follows
based on accumulated laps.
Name
Leigh Marsden
Pieter Lokum
Darrell Hansen
Mark Graham
Tony Rutledge
Terry Riddiford

NZMPBA
131
83
31
102
43
32

Round 1 Round 2
88
139
91
86
55
126
74
27
16
58
61 -
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Round 3
69
75
75
76
87
73

Round 4
131
117
69
124
105
123

Total
427
369
325
301
266
257

WMPBC

1
2
3
4
5
6

Nigel Wong
Peter Collier
John Belworthy
Wayne McNaught
Murray Smithson
Rudy van Vlerken
Malcolm Belworthy
Trevor McClellan
Jeremy White

261
23
76
5
69
204
77
250
126

87
55
1
6
0
25
0
35 -

41
94
66
9
16
33 43
20

81
78
0
36
7
4
7 16 -

45
0
136
33
61
25
32

254
227
203
84
84
83
79
42
36

7
8
8
10
11
12
13
14
15

Results from the WMPBC Summer Electrics 2014-15.

Pieter Lokum
Peter Collier
Tony Rutledge
Nigel Wong
John Belworthy
Wayne McNaught
Ian Godfrey
Barry Cox

Total laps
159
151
135
121
119
79
38
25

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Some of the water action on a typical sunny Wellington day with a light southerly, ideal offshore
water.
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Bay of Plenty MPBC
2015 saw the inaugural running of the Southgate Motor Inn OffShore/Enduro series which had it’s
forth & final round on Saturday 14th November. First of all I must congratulate the BOPMPBC for
staging this event, behind the scenes there are a lot of small things that have to be attended to, to
make the day possible and if it wasn’t for the hard work of the club members this event could not
take place. The final round was held in unfortunately beautiful conditions, not a cloud in the sky and
not a breath of wind which is not ideal for Off Shore racing but never the less there was plenty of
very close racing along with plenty of drama. A total of eight entries for the final round was down
on expectations and a little disappointing but we have to run with what we had and everyone I am
sure enjoyed themselves. It was unfortunate in the 1st one hour race that saw both Peter & Matt go
out in the first couple of laps both with expensive repair jobs to go home and contend with. I myself
do feel a little guilty regarding Peter’s demise but I didn’t end the race for him. Weed in the lake was
not actually a problem if you stayed on the racing line, but once you veered off the racing line it then
became a problem with weed getting caught up in your rudder which was why I had a coming
together with Peter. Steve Trott, well what can you say about this guy. I know he has been around
for a long time and he is not fast but steady as she goes and he just keeps going and accumulating
laps. Steve, you have been renamed, you will in the future be called Steady Trott.
In the final analysts Matt was a clear winner with Peter coming second and Dean third, it would of
been real interesting if Dean had completed in all four rounds as he wasn’t that far behind. Steady
Steve did finish third overall with his nitro beating much more powerful boats. Next year is going to
see some changes and this has been brought about by what has happened this year. First of all,
gone are all the separate classes as this year we only had one nitro and one PX and we did not
have any P3’s compete in all four rounds. So next year there will be no class distinction. The boat
you enter in the first race of the series next year is it, there will be no ifs or buts and your boat must
have a name. The boats name is what will be entered and the driver of that boat is secondary. A
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motor change can be done during the series as we proved this year that the size of the motor does
not make a great deal of difference. The prize money for next year has been altered to place the
emphasis on overall results for the four rounds, so First will receive $200.00 Second $150.00 Third
$100.00 and Forth $50.00. Lets hope next year will see a large increase in entries to keep the
sponsor happy. Hope you all have a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year.
Brian Hely
O/A

O/A

Saturday

Placings

Class Placings

Class Placings

1

Mathew McGovern

595

Steve Trott

C1

421

Steve Trott

C1

139

2

Peter Anderson

495

3

Steve Trott

421

Mathew McGovern

P2

595

Dean Harris

P2

122

4

Dean Harris

372

Peter Anderson

P2

495

Mathew McGovern

P2

92

5

Brian Hely

343

Dean Harris

P2

372

Peter Anderson

P2

77

6

Ashley Addington

290

7

Terry Riddiford

149

Terry Riddiford

P3

149

Terry Riddiford

P3

149

8

Bruce Clarke

144

Bruce Clarke

P3

115

Bruce Clarke

P3

115

9

Leigh Marsden

137

Peter Collier

P3

98

Tony Christiansen

P3

16

10

Peter Collier

98

11

Pierre Botha

82

Brian Hely

PX

343

Brian Hely

PX

127

12

Ian Jacobs

77

13

Bob Gutsell

61

14

Leon Jacobs

38

15

Tony Christiansen
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December update from BOP
Hello from the Bay.
I have been given the task to produce an article for the latest edition of Propshaft. So here it is.
The BOPMPBC has had an exceptional year with regards to growth with not an abundance of new
members but quite a steady stream. Recently we have been gaining one new member per race
day. Of course there is the other side as well where some members drop off through lack of
interest or a new challenge arrives in their lives of which they want to pursue. At our last count we
had in access of twenty members.
Our year started off in January with the inaugural running of the first round of the Southgate Motor
Inn Offshore/Endurance series. The first event had 11 entries which was a good way to start the
series. The four rounds throughout the year saw the entries go up and down but the end result
was pleasing to both the sponsor and the clubs revenue. The revenue for the club is not large so
any event we can run to gain a few dollars is more than welcome. So far this year we have
purchased a new outboard motor for the rescue dingy, and our next goal is to purchase a new
rescue dingy that will then give us two of each although the older motor & dingy will only be used
in emergencies or if we stage a big regatta. Another new goal which will also require some dollars
is to move our Thunder Box closer to the edge of the drivers stand. By doing this we will achieve
two things, 1. We will be able to put a roof over the edge of the drivers stand therefore giving
shelter to the drivers and pit crew and 2. Give us enough room to place another Thunder Box
directly behind to give us more storage room.
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Also on the agenda is the designing of a wave maker, we are looking at making and installing a
wave maker just to make it a little more difficult for those smaller quick boats that are running in
the Offshore events.
I am sure that some of you from other clubs must envy our facilities having our own lake
permanently setup makes it a breeze when you want to go boating. I wouldn’t know but I am
guessing we would probably have the best setup in Australasia. It is a credit to all club members
for what we have the effort and time the contributions of materials and equipment especially when
preparing our Thunder Box.
Also earlier this year saw our new merchandise arrive and no doubt some of you would have seen
some of the boys from the club wearing it at different events throughout the year. I must admit it
looks very smart.
With any club or organization there is always work to be done and I must wholeheartedly thank our
committee members for their dedication in keeping our club functional. It is not only the committee
members though, when a working bee is called whether just for a general tidy up or for deweeding the lake the members are there helping and on behave of the club I thank all those that
have helped throughout the year.
One member in particular took out all the major prizes this year at our annual prize giving, but that
is about to change as more competition is coming along. Our annual prize giving is held at the
same time as our Annual General meeting. I don’t really know what goes on at this particular
meeting as for some reason they seem to want to hold it when I am basking in the sunshine away
from our winter. The same old same old, yep you don’t fix it if it ain’t broken so you guessed right.
No one and I mean no one could ever take over from Steve, he is a bundle of knowledge and pity
helps us if anything ever happened to him. Keep up the good work Steve. I don’t like single-ling
out people because everybody in our club puts there hand up when needed, but on this occasion I
have to.

As our club is strengthening the results from attending regattas is also on the rise, especially in the
National Offshore series where Tony Christenson took out line honors in the Hamilton 100 and
Brian Hely winning the Rotorua 100. Not only that, Bruce Clark was runner up and Peter
Anderson
third equal at Rotorua whilst Steve topped the Nitro class. This is a great achievement for our club
and with so many more Offshore boats appearing at race day it is going to be a bumper year next
year. Also on the rise are the stock P1 Thunder boats, at my last count there will be at least
eleven. I know some are still in the making but they will all be finished and tuned ready for next
year. The electric class mainly mono hulls are also gaining in popularity. I saw a glimpse of
Peter’s new electric hydroplane at the recent SUHA meeting, boats aren’t meant to fly but boy
does she motor. I am sure there will be many trophies coming his way with this boat.
A couple of little tips.
If you want to make some flat fiberglass sheets, just lay a piece of grease proof paper down and
do it on that, the result is amazing.
If you want a nice finish on your fiberglass, for your last layer use the material that is used for a
sling. It is tough and the resin rolls through it nicely.
Be careful when buying from overseas, I recently had a situation where postage was estimated to
be a certain figure and then alongside that was an estimate of NZ custom duty. Make sure you
look carefully before pushing the OK Button.
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Just to cap off I am slightly puzzled and I am sure there will someone out there that can help me
out. If you take a barrel and roll it away from you it is going to turn in a certain direction, if you go
and stand on the other side of that barrel and do the same thing i.e. push it away from you it is
going to turn in the opposite direction, so that would mean if you started your boat from one side
and then swapped sides to start your motor it should go in the opposite direction but it doesn’t.
Why not?
Have a great Christmas and a Merry New Year from all of us at BOPMPBC.
Sorry.

Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club.
Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch?

Bright Ideas –
Actually does anyone have any they want to share, this is your mag, share your secrets.
Handy Hint
Lipo Battery Storage
A few months ago, a boater in Canada shared online about a fire started by one of his lipo
batteries. He had taken precautions and had his batteries (some 80 odd) stored in a steel cabinet.
One battery decided to commit suicide and took 7 or 8 others out with it. Because he had stored
them in the steel cabinet, it stopped the fire from spreading any further and saved damage to his
house. Well it got me thinking so I decided to make my own storage better. So an old tool box
(WW2 ammo box circa 1942) was cleaned up and repainted. I also made a tray with wire mesh
which I have put sand in plastic wrap as as first line fire suppressant. This sits in the box above the
batteries. The idea is that if a battery goes bad and catches fire it will melt the plastic, dropping the
sand and smothering the fire. Simple and easy, yet a good way to limit any damage. Just like
insurance, it is something that you have and hope you never have to use. I also have a smoke
alarm installed above where the box is kept in my shed.
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Advertisement

Welcome to Hobbysmart, New Zealand’s leading retailer of radio control boat parts and
accessories.
Our new shopping cart website is up and running, www.hobbysmart.co.nz we are
uploading products to our website daily. You will find all the classic brands as well as
some new exciting brands not seen in New Zealand before. Octura, Speedmaster, Prather,
Aerotrends, SAB, K&S, Futaba, Klotz, Propshop, Quickdraw, Fuyuan RC, HOR Racing,
Redevex Tehcnologies, Coolpower, Savox, and much, much more. We are clearing a heap
of stock so be sure to check out the clearance category.
Located in the sunny Bay of Plenty
hobbysmart@vodafone.co.nz
www.hobbysmart.co.nz
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:
Postcode:
Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….
Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)
Full Rate $50.00
50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have an
individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.
First time / New memberships.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of the
applicable rate above.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the full
correct applicable rate. BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.
Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required.
Please circle (or highlight) the membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer,
Bruce Clarke
PO Box 4143
Mt Maunganui 3149
Mob; 0272588380
Email: bruce.clarke12@xtra.co.nz
Payment may be made by direct credit to:

BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted form or emailed form. Be sure to
include your name and note you are a new member or if an existing member include
NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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